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Net-a-Porter Sale: 7 Pairs of Shoes to 
Buy at a Big Discount 

BY J IHAN FORBES 
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If you're wondering why all your fashion-obsessed friends are scrambling to grab their 
credit cards, it's because the Net-a-Porter sale is here, as always, it's so good. There is 
nothing like seeing the prices of all those designer duds get slashed down to figures you 
can justify actually shelling out the cash for. And there's also nothing to compare to the 
satisfaction of finally nabbing that fly gear you've been eyeing after waiting patiently for 
the price to go down. My personal favorite thing to shop for during the sale are shoes, 
and Net-a-Porter has some pretty sweet deals available on tons of shoes that I've been 
wanting, but was not about to pay for — at least not at the original price. Browse 
through the selection, and you'll find several pairs going for as much as 50% off the 
original price. Now if that's not enough to peak your interest, perhaps a peek at some of 
our favorite options from the sale will get you excited. Scroll down to see some of our 
favorite options going for 40-50% off right now at Net-a-Porter. 
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Aquazzura Matilde Lace-Up Suede Pumps 

These are the kind of pumps you can wear to almost anything. Slip them on for a day at 
the office, or pair them with your favorite going out look. 

$348 (netaporter.com) 

 
Nicholas Kirkwood Casati Embellished Metallic Leather Ballet Flats 

Everyone needs some flats with a little flair. These Nicholas Kirkwood beauties will 
come in handy if you want to punch up a simple outfit. 

$340 (netaporter.com) 

 
Marc Jacobs Kim Sequined Leather Chelsea Boots 

Hey, twinkle toes! You'll be turning heads left and right in these sparkly booties. 

$175 (netaporter.com) 
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Marc Jacobs Lust Glittered Leather Platform Sandals 
Treat your inner disco queen to these glittery platforms. 

$175 (netaporter.com) 

 
Eytys Mother Suede Sneakers 

these millennial pink kicks will make a cool addition to a simple summery outfit. 

$118 (netaporter.com) 

 
K Jacques St. Tropez Ellada Leather Sandals 

Clean, pristine white sandals like these will freshen up your summer ensembles. 

$148 (netaporter.com) 
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Tom Ford Embellished Leather Pumps 

These sleek and sophisticated pumps will be a mainstay in your wardrobe. 

$520 (netaporter.com) 

 
How-to 

Cute Shoes Giving You Not-So-Cute Blisters? Try This 
Unfortunately, with every cute pair of heels comes a blister or two, at least in the 

beginning. Dr. Ava Shamban explains how to treat blisters so they heal as quickly as 
possible. 

http://www.allure.com/gallery/net-a-porter-sale-shoes 


